Northern Virginia
DATA CENTER CAMPUS

Accelerate IT Modernization, Address Compliance and Reach Global Markets

ACCESS ALL MAJOR PUBLIC CLOUD PROVIDERS THROUGH THE OPEN CLOUD EXCHANGE®

Three interconnected data centers and a dense ecosystem make our Northern Virginia campus ideal for maximizing the value of hybrid IT strategies. CoreSite is one of the only two providers in Northern Virginia to offer direct connections to leading cloud services, significantly reducing operational costs and speeding time to market. Our modern data space is ready for custom build-outs, supported with state-of-the-art mechanical and electrical infrastructure, 24x7x365 security, field operations, remote hands and customer service.

Since 2007, CoreSite has been delivering operational excellence to private and public entities in the NoVa market. CoreSite’s Reston data center campus provides low latency, rapid scalability and flexibility to meet changing application and data requirements.

HYBRID IT DEPLOYED IN COLOCATION DATA CENTERS ENABLES BUSINESSES TO

- MEET COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS
- ENSURE SECURITY AND BUSINESS CONTINUITY
- REDUCE TOTAL COST OF OWNERSHIP
- MONETIZE BUSINESS
- INTEROPERATE TO QUICKLY SCALE

VA1  VA2  VA3

1.3 Million+ Campus Square Feet

50+ Cloud Offerings

85+ Network Providers

350+ Digital Community Ecosystem

Native Cloud Onramps
Amazon, Microsoft, Google, Alibaba Cloud, IBM Cloud and Oracle FastConnect

Subsea Cable Connections
Hibernia Express, Hibernia Atlantic

Compliance
SOC 1 Type 2, SOC 2 Type 2, ISO 27001, NIST 800-53, PCI DSS and HIPAA

Business Assurance
100% Uptime SLA
CORESITE VALUE BY VERTICAL

SYSTEMS INTEGRATORS
Reap the benefits of CoreSite’s robust ecosystem
- Multiple connectivity options
- Robust, growing customer and partner community
- Private suites, dedicated office space

PUBLIC SECTOR
Leverage mission-critical connectivity solutions and security
- Private networking to private and public clouds
- Simplify service development and rollout
- NIST 800-53, FISMA and FedRAMP compliance

ENTERPRISE
Future-proof your digital business
- Great versatility: massive scalability, density, wholesale or retail services
- Tethered by dark fiber to DC1/DC2: uniquely positioned for enterprise hybrid use cases
- VDEP Tax Exemption: savings on software and equipment

MEDIA AND ENTERTAINMENT
Expand market penetration and improve customer experience
- Proximity to major population centers
- Inter-market networking and global connectivity
- Secure, high-speed data transfer between vendor partners

Find out more. Click. Call. Write.